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Testing a logic tree method for archaeoseismology to the ancient city
of Pınara (SW Turkey)1

Abstract
Geologists, seismologists as well as archaeologists increasingly apply archaeoseismological investigations to study possible natural causes of damage of a site and to assess the
regional seismic hazard risks. Archaeoseismological investigations enable obtaining diverse data on past earthquakes and allow for an application of different methods. Furthermore, archaeoseismology provides the opportunity to study past earthquakes in regions
where limited instrumental and historical data are available. Thereby, this approach contributes to a regional assessment of seismic hazards. The increasing application and importance of archaeoseismology requires a comprehensive and systematic approach. The
logic tree methodology for archaeoseismology is an evaluation method which offers a
standard procedure to identify and evaluate archaeoseismological information and to provide comparable values for seismic hazard assessment
In this Chapter the logic tree methodology for archaeoseismology is tested to Pınara to
assess the city’s potential to have recorded earthquakes and its value. The ancient city of
Pınara (SW Turkey, 500 BC - 900 AD) is situated in the Eşen Basin in the southern extremity of the seismically active Fethiye-Burdur Fault Zone. The present seismic quiescence of
the Eşen Basin contradicts the geological and historical records which indicate that fault
and earthquake activity must have been recurrent. With the application of the logic tree
approach to Pınara, the geological and archaeoseismological evidence of seismic activities are evaluated in six stages. The end solution of the logic tree provides a value between
0 and 1. This archaeological quality factor (AQF) reflects the reliability and relative significance of Pınara for archaeoseismological investigation and seismic hazard assessment,
respectively. Pınara’s preferred end solution (Pes1) of 0.06 and the AQF of 0.12 are
obtained by the logic tree method and reflect the high probability of recorded palaeoearthquakes in Pınara. In conclusion, the logic tree method for archaeoseismology provides a concept with reliable criteria to assess the earthquake hypothesis in general. The
findings further suggest that the assumed low seismic hazard potential of this area needs
seriously to be reconsidered.

4.1

Introduction

Reliable archaeoseismological work needs an overall concept and a methodological approach that independently evaluates the archaeoseismological potential of an archaeological-historical site. For this
purpose, Sintubin and Stewart (2008) modified the logic tree formalism designed for palaeoseismology (Atakan et al. 2000) and formed a standardized semi-quantitative concept with six interpretative
stages designed for archaeoseismological studies (Fig. 22). After every stage (n) a quality weight
factor (QWFn) can be defined on the basis of specific principals for that stage (see Tables 6 - 11
further on in this Chapter). At the end of these six stages, the product of the QWF’s gives a probability of the preferred end solution (Pes1) between 0 and 1. The first three stages focus on obtaining the
site potential factor (SPF), which describes the potential of a site to record earthquake related damage.

1

This Chapter has been adapted with minor textural adaptations from Yerli B, J ten Veen & M Sintubin
(2011): Testing a Logic Tree Approach for Archaeoseismology to the Ancient City of Pınara (SW Turkey),
Quaternary International (special issue Earthquake Archaeology and Palaeoseismology), doi: 10.1016/j/
quaint.2011.01.037.
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Figure 22 The logic tree for archaeoseismology (modified after Sintubin & Stewart 2008). QWF: quality weight
factor; AQF: archaeoseismic quality factor.

The SPF is defined by the product of the QWF’s 1 to 3 and gives the preferred end solutions (Pes1) of
the first three stages. The last three stages focus on qualifying the onsite earthquake indicators of the
ancient site under scrutiny.
The final achievement of this logic tree method is to find the quality of the archaeoseismological
analysis by calculating the so-called archaeoseismic quality factor (AQF) with a correction term (C)
associated with the site confidence level (SCL); see Table 12 in § 4.7. Primarily, the AQF ascertains
the level of reliability related to the abundance of archaeoseismological evidence and enables to appraise to what extent an ancient site has recorded an earthquake (Sintubin & Stewart 2008).
Turkey is well-known for its high seismic activity and suffered many destructive earthquakes that
have occurred throughout recorded history. For south-western Turkey, historical and recent seismic
reports show a dense earthquake-clustering in the Fethiye-Burdur Fault Zone (FBFZ), comparable to
regions located along the North- and East Anatolian Fault. The Eşen Basin, situated within the FBFZ,
has a well-documented tectonic activity, but lacks instrumental evidence for recent fault activity common to the region. This poor information on earthquake occurrence makes the seismic quiescence of
the area rather suspicious. To bridge the gap between the geological past and the present, palaeoseismological and archaeoseismological studies may give important clues on possible historical earthquake activity. The FBFZ is covered by numerous cities of Lycian, Roman, Byzantine and Ottoman
times. Archaeoseismological studies of some of the ancient ruins in this area (Hancock & Altunel
1997, Altunel 1998, Waelkens et al. 2000, Akyüz & Altunel 2001, Altunel et al. 2003, Sintubin et al.
2003, Similox-Tohon et al. 2006) provide important data that constrain events of past seismic activity.
The ancient city of Pınara, situated in the Eşen Basin, has been subject to an investigation on historical, man-made structures as possible earthquake indicators. Hence, the city provides a possibility to
test the logic tree method for archaeoseismology (Sintubin & Stewart 2008) for the investigation,
qualification and evaluation of seismically-induced damage in Pınara.
Damages have been studied using non-quantitative evidence (description of damage), analogue structural measurements and digital measurements using laser-scanning technology (LIDAR) according to
the logic tree steps. Eventually, this archaeoseismological investigation aims at completing pre-instrumental seismological information with palaeoseismological and historical data (cf. Galadini et al.
2003, 2006) to provide a long-period seismicity record. Such a record also serves seismic-hazard
assessment, since it reveals the periodicity of earthquakes that struck the area.
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This study tests the reliability and applicability of the logic tree to this area and makes a comparison
with the application in Sagalassos (Sintubin & Stewart 2008). Finally, it is aimed at to discuss improvements of the evaluation criteria (i.e. Pes1, AQF and C) and the overall logic tree approach.

4.2

Stage 1: Tectonic setting

The tectonic evolution of south-western Turkey is characterized by a multi-stage deformation, which
initially was related to the Cretaceous - Middle Miocene Neothetys closure. Subsequently, it became
affected by the collision of the African and Eurasian plates in Late Miocene to Recent times. The
collision of the Arabian promontory with the Eurasian plate has resulted in a westward anticlockwise
extrusion of the Anatolian platelet along the north and eastern Anatolian transform fault systems (e.g.
Barka & Kadinsky-Cade 1988, Westaway 1994, Armijo et al. 1999, ten Veen et al. 2009). Slab rollback at the Hellenic subduction zone facilitates the southwest-ward extrusion of the AnatolianAegean platelet, whereas the primary continental collision with a promontory of the African plate led
to the development of sinistral shear zones, such as the Pliny and Strabo transform fault zones that
extend as far north as SW Turkey (Eyidoğan & Barka 1996, ten Veen & Kleinspehn 2002, 2003, ten
Veen et al. 2004). The double-curved Hellenic - Cyprus arc system has resulted from the segmentation of the sub-duction zone by these fault zones (Dewey & Şengör 1979, Jackson & McKenzie
1984, Şengör et al. 1985, Glover & Robertson 1998).
The Fethiye-Burdur Fault Zone (FBFZ) comprises many sub-parallel NE-SW trending fault segments
and basins in the region between Fethiye and Burdur and is thought to represent the onshore extension
of the Pliny transform fault zone (Barka & Reilinger 1997). Different fault orientations, styles, and
intersections within the FBFZ suggest that it resulted from a complex interaction of several tectonic
processes (ten Veen et al. 2009).

Figure 23 Plate tectonic setting of the eastern Mediterranean (modified after ten Veen 2004). FBFZ: FethiyeBurdur Fault Zone, MM: Menderes Massif, PT: Pliny Trench, ST: Strabo Trench.
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This is further suggested by its midway position between the Isparta Angle and the Western Anatolian
Extensional Province (Barka & Reilinger 1997, Bozkurt 2001, ten Veen 2004, ten Veen et al. 2009) to
the east and (north) west, respectively.
The Eşen Basin is situated in the southernmost segment of the FBFZ (Fig. 23) and was formed, like
other similarly-trending basins within the fault zone, in Late Miocene time, probably in response to
the gravitational collapse of the Lycian orogen (e.g. Collins & Robertson 1999, Alçiçek et al. 2006,
Alçiçek 2007). Structural data from the Eşen Basin indicate three different extensional tectonic
regimes that acted from Late Miocene to the present (ten Veen 2004), demonstrating the complex
structural evolution in response to the continuously changing regional tectonics processes.

Figure 24 Tectonic setting of SW Turkey with seismic hazard potential. Dark-grey colours indicate the areas with a
10% probability for earthquakes to occur in the next 50 years (data from the Global Seismic Hazard Assessment
Program, 2004). Ground accelerations are categorized as: a = 4.0 - 6.0 m/s2, b = 3.0 - 4.0 m/s2 and c = 2.0 - 3.0
m/s2. Epicentres of large (Ms ≥ 6.0) earthquakes since 1900 are indicated with black dots (Ambraseys 2001). Note
that the FBFZ is located in the 10% probability hazard zone. Abbreviations are as in Figure 23.
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Historical and recent seismic reports show a dense earthquake-clustering in the FBFZ (Fig. 24), comparable to regions located along the NAFZ and EAFZ, suggesting it has a high seismicity. However,
at present the FBFZ is seismically defined by weak to moderate (M ≤ 6) earthquakes only.
The largest earthquakes occurred at its north-eastern and south-western extremities (Rhodes 1957,
Burdur 1971, Dinar 1995, off-shore Turkey 1926, 1957, 1969, 1975, 1980, and 2001; see Figure 24),
whereas the central section of the FBFZ, including the Eşen Basin, is apparently seismically quiet.

Figure 25 Geological map of the Eşen Basin (modified after ten Veen 2004 and Alçiçek 2007). Rectangle is
enlarged in Figure 26.
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Severe damages at many of the historical sites in the region, such as Sagalassos (Waelkens et al.
2000, Similox-Tohon et al. 2005, 2006), Hierapolis (Hancock & Altunel 1997) and Cibyra (Akyüz &
Altunel 2001), indicate that major earthquakes did occur in historic times. Instrumental data show that
most earthquakes in SW Turkey have a shallow focal depth (< 15 km), suggesting that they are not
related to African subduction but to upper-crustal deformation instead. Moreover, the subcrustal- and
intermediate-depth earthquakes related to the subduction occur mostly offshore, south of Cyprus and
Rhodes islands, close to the Hellenic - Cyprus arc system (Ambraseys 2001, Tan et al. 2008).
Although the Eşen Basin is seemingly seismically quiescent, its geological background and the presence of historic and recent seismicity in its surroundings (~ 50 km) suggest a potential seismic
hazard. Within a distance of 50 km, such imminent seismic hazard has also been shown by a sudden
increase in seismic activity in the Çameli Basin that until the Mw = 5.3 earthquake on 29th October
2007 was regarded seismically quiet. To date, this seismic activity is still continuing with small aftershocks (M ≤ 4). In conclusion, the ancient city of Pınara within the Eşen Basin lies within an active
plate interior with (recent) seismogenic faults at 50 km distance. Hence, a QWF1 of 0.8 was assigned
for the tectonic setting (Table 6).
Table 6 The quality weight factor (QWF) of the tectonic setting.
QWF
0.8 - 1.0

Tectonic setting
Plate boundary

Strain rates
High strain rates
(>1 mm/yr)
Intermediate strain
rates (~0.1 mm/yr)
Low strain rates
(~0.01 mm/yr)

0.6 - 0.8

Active plate interior

< 0.6

Stable continental
regions

4.3

Stage 2: Site environment

Fault/earthquake location
Seismogenic fault known within radius of 10 km; epicentre of
major earthquake(s) (M >~6) known within radius of 10 km.
Seismogenic fault known within radius of 100 km; epicentre of
major earthquake(s) (M >~6) known within radius of 100 km.
No seismogenic fault known within radius of 100 km; no epicentre
of major earthquake(s) (M >~6) known within radius of 100 km.

The Eşen Basin (Fig. 25) formed as a ca. 15 km wide and 30 km long, NNE-trending extensional
graben in the hanging wall of the Lycian Nappes front close to the contact with the Beydağları autochthon. The Beydağları autochthon carbonate platform predominantly consists of micritic limestones,
sandstones, claystones, siltstones and conglomerates. The over-thrusted Lycian Nappes basement
consists of ophiolitic rocks, limestones and turbiditic sandstones (“flysch”). The Neogene basin fill is
separated from the bedrock with an Early Miocene erosional unconformity. The Neogene infill of the
basin is up to 150 m thick and consists of alluvial-fans, fluvio-deltaic and lacustrine deposits ranging
in age from Late Miocene to Holocene. Pleistocene conglomeratic terraces and alluvium overlie the
basin fill with an angular unconformity (ten Veen 2004, Alçiçek 2007).
A series of N to NE trending faults bound the Eşen Basin along its eastern and western margins.
These faults had an important influence on the character and distribution of the sedimentary facies.
According to ten Veen (2004), the tectonic evolution of the Eşen Basin can be divided into three
stages. The first stage is the Late Miocene - Pliocene opening of the basin along N-S trending basin
margin faults in response to E-W extension. In the early-Pliocene E-W trending cross-faults formed in
the southern part of the graben and blocked its southward fluvial drainage leading to the development
of a lake environment. Extension continued into the Late Pliocene when alluvial-fans developed along
the uplifted basin margins. During the Pleistocene NE-SW faults started to transect the basin leading
to a complexly segmented basin margin. Fault-kinematic analyses indicate a WNW-ESE extension,
suggesting a change of the tectonic regime compared to the earlier stage. The third, Holocene Recent, stage is characterized by continued activity on the normal faults in a NE-SW trending extensional tectonic regime (ten Veen et al. 2009). Locally, complex ENE or WNW-trending strike-slip
faults cross-cut the basin.
Pınara is situated along the western basin margin between two normal faults on a down-thrown
basement block that faces a huge limestone fault scarp (Fig. 26). The largest part of the city was built
on a down-faulted limestone basement block of hanging wall, whereas the pigeon-type tombs were
carved mainly in the ~80 m high NE-SW-trending fault face of footwall just west of the city (Fig. 27).
The basement flysch that incorporates limestone olistoliths up to 50 m diameter was probably used
only for agricultural purpose.
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Figure 26 Geological map (A) and cross section (B) of the ancient city of Pınara and its surroundings.

Here the basin margin is segmented and consist of both the N-S and NE-SW-trending normal faults
that constitute an eastward down-stepping morphology. This fault surface is void of evident kinematic
tool marks, but shows m-scale undulations with near-vertical axis that suggest a dip-slip normal fault
style (Fig. 27). The absence of other kinematic markers such as slickenside or groove marks can be
related to a combination of low slip rate and severe limestone weathering.
Tilted Upper Miocene - Pliocene fluvial deposits with intercalated scree wedges occur south and east
of Pınara and show that the marginal fault was active at that time. Pleistocene alluvial terraces that
unconformably overlie the older basin fill are tilted up to 15° towards the basin margin fault, indicating that fault activity occurred up until geologically recent times. The Roman theatre was built on
such a slightly westward-tilted Pleistocene terrace that rests on top of the flysch (Fig. 28).
Evaluation of quantitative measurements of the Roman theatre with LIDAR shows a systematic tilt
towards the NW, based on the mean seating-row dip angle of 0.8°. The tilt direction appears perpendicular and toward the NE-trending basin margin fault. Assumption is that these seating rows were
originally horizontal as would be explained by sophisticated Roman surveying techniques (Adam
1999) and that any deviation from horizontal during construction is random and not systematic.
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Figure 27 A: Footwall limestone block with pigeon-type tombs carved into the fault surface; white rectangle
shows the position of detailed image. B: Fault surface with near-vertical grooves and meter-scale undulations.

Considering that the Roman theatre was built on a tilted Pleistocene terrace the fault-block tilt is the
most probable mechanism behind the systematic tilt of the theatre (Yerli et al. 2010). Moreover, the
tilt directions and the angle show also two different tilting events which probably were caused by
earthquakes.
The total fault displacement on the close basin margin fault is estimated at 4 m and the characteristics
of these fault indicates that earthquake magnitudes should not have exceeded M ~ 6.5 (Wells &
Coppersmith 1994). Therefore, the total tilt of the Roman theatre and the calculated 4 m displacement
probably are the result of more than one earthquake event which is associated with block rotation
(Yerli et al. 2010).
Following the method of Sintubin and Stewart (2008), the Pınara site can be classified as a seismic
landscape of category ‘A’ (M ~ 6; Michetti et al. 2005), with moderately active faults (Michetti et al.
1995). Based on this classification and observations it has been decided to attribute a QWF2 of 0.6 for
the site environment (Table 7).
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Table 7 The quality weight factor (QWF) of the site environment.
QWF

Seismic landscape (Michetti &
Hancock 1997)
Seismic landscape with surface
faulting, subordinate ruptures,
sympathetic ruptures, and
secondary phenomena (e.g. ground
failure, liquefaction)
Seismic landscape with subordinate
ruptures, sympathetic ruptures, and
secondary phenomena (e.g., ground
failure, liquefaction)

Category (Michetti et al. 2005)

A: high activity rate (~ 1
mm/yr) with excellent
geomorphic evidence as at
major plate boundaries

M > ~6

0.4 - 0.6

Seismic landscape with sympathetic
ruptures and secondary phenomena
(e.g., ground failure, liquefaction)

M > ~5

< 0.4

No discernible seismic landscape

B: moderate activity (~ 0.1
mm/yr) with moderate to welldeveloped geomorphic evidence
of activity
C: low activity (< 0.01 mm/yr)
with sparse geomorphic
evidence of activity

4.4

Stage 3: Site potential

0.8 - 1.0

0.6 - 0.8

AA(A): very high activity rate
(> 10 mm/yr) with excellent
geomorphic evidence as at
major plate boundaries

Magnitude
M > ~7

INQUA ESI 2007 scale
(Michetti et al. 2007)
XI - XII: environmental
effects become decisive for
intensity assessment or are
the only tool for intensity
assessment
VIII - X: extensive to
important and widespread
effects in the environment,
becoming increasingly
critical for intensity
assessment
III - VII: marginal to
appreciable effects on the
environment
I - III: no perceptible
environmental effects

The city of Pınara was founded by colonists from Xantos between the 5th and the 4th century BC and
its remains cover an area of approximately 4 km2 (Fig. 28). Pınara was one of the important cities in
the powerful Lycian league and was located along the main Lycian road (Akurgal 1978). The
conquest by Alexander the Great in the winter of 334 - 333 BC was an important episode in the
history of Lycia, after which Pınara surrendered to his domination (Bean 1978). The epoch of Roman
domina-tion began around 309 BC after the death of Alexander in 323 BC. The Roman influence on
the buildings in Pınara became visible around the 2nd century AD, after Lycia became a Roman
province in 46 AD (Wurster & Wörrle 1978). According to ancient records the city was damaged by
earth-quakes in 141 AD (Guidoboni 1994, Lang 2003, Akşit 2006) and ~ 240 AD (Lang 2003, Akşit
2006). Pınara got financial assistance for the reconstruction of the city after these earthquakes
(Guidoboni 1994, Lang 2003, Akşit 2006).
Eventually, the city lost its financial and geographic importance and at the end of the 9th century AD
the city was abandoned. Based on the accounts of natives, the city has had a limited occupancy (e.g.
sheep folds and barracks) during the last centuries until the earthquake of 1851 (Soysal et al. 1981),
after which the remaining inhabitants fled to Minare village or the Kabaağaç lowland to the east.
Pınara comprises ruins of both Lycian and Roman dry masonry buildings, which are well-built with
ashlar blocks of limestone or well-cemented Pleistocene conglomerate. The high-quality constructions
with massive stone masonry on top the massive limestone foundation are not likely to undergo a
passive failure. After the European Macroseismic Scale (EMS-98 of Grünthal 1998, 2001) the vulnerability classes for these structures (Fig. 29B-C) may be defined as C or D (moderate vulnerability). A
few buildings constructed with typical Lycian polygon style masonry (Fig. 29E), are more vulnerable
and can be assigned to classes ‘A’ or ‘B’ (high vulnerability, Grünthal 2001). The good quality of the
buildings, the long period of occupancy, the ca. 4 km2 site area and the number of buildings give a
moderate to high change that the structures may have recorded major palaeoearthquakes. Based on
comparison with the criteria listed by Sintubin and Stewart (2008), it has been decided to attribute a
QWF3 of 0.8 for the site potential; see Table 8.
4.4.1
Site potential factor (SPF)
The earthquake-recording potential (SPF) of the Pınara site can be evaluated by combining the
probabilities of the preferred end solutions of the first three stages of the logic tree. The calculated
value of 0.4 is comparable with the SPF of Sagalassos (Sintubin & Stewart 2008), which has also
recorded one or more palaeoearthquakes. Therefore, the ancient city of Pınara can be classified as
suitable for archaeoseismological research.
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Figure 28 City plan and geological substratum of Pınara with outline of the Lycian and Roman settlements
(modified after Wurster & Wörrle 1978). 1: Roman theatre, 2: bath, 3: Odeon, 4: temple, 5: tomb, 6: agora, 7:
necropolis, 8: rock tombs. Alphanumeric characters show the position of the pictures in Figure 29.
Table 8 The quality weight factor (QWF) of the site potential.
QWF
0.8-1.0

0.6-0.8

0.4-0.6

< 0.4
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Potential for clear evidence for earthquake-related damage to buildings on the archaeological site
High potential
Extensive, long-term excavation; large number of buildings; stone buildings; ashlar dry
masonry; excellent quality of construction; no ground instability; flat physiography;
solid bedrock; long period of occupancy; no younger anthropogenic disturbances; evidence of reinforcement and remodelling (i.e., antiseismic measures).
Good potential
Important, long-term excavation; large number of buildings; brick and stonework
masonry with high-quality cement; good quality of construction; low physiography; few
indications for ground instability; solid bedrock (weathered/fractured); long period of
occupancy with few hiatuses; few younger anthropogenic disturbances; some antiseismic measures.
Moderate potential
Multiple seasons of excavation; moderate number of buildings; brick and stonework
masonry with low-quality cement; moderate quality of construction; moderate physiography; some evidence for ground instability; mixed subsurface (stiff sediments/solid
rock); significant hiatuses in occupation; some anthropogenic disturbances; possible
antiseismic measures.
Low potential
Single season of excavation; limited number of isolated buildings; rubble walls; poor
quality of construction; steep physiography; common evidence for ground instabilities;
weak subsurface (loose to incoherent sediments); single period of occupancy; common
anthropogenic disturbances; no antiseismic measures.

4.5

Stage 4: Identification of damage

Archaeoseismology is one of the procedures suitable to enrich the knowledge of past seismicity
(Gala-dini et al. 2006), since archaeological ruins may exhibit different types of earthquake related
damage. The identification and interpretation of damage as being related to earthquakes or faulting
requires an elaborate approach including different methods and instruments (Stiros 1996). Next to
field obser-vations, we used several instrumental methods at Pınara (e.g. structural measurements and
LIDAR) that provide quantitative data that are easier and more objectively to evaluate.
Non-quantitative archaeoseismological observations, done during field surveys, usually form the basis
of investigations aimed at detecting traces of seismic-related damages. Such reconnaissance field
work helps to group the observed deformation into causative natural disasters such as earthquakes,
fires, landslides, thunderstorms, tornados, floods, et cetera. Archaeological evidence for an earthquake
is not always easy to recognize and certainly not unambiguous (Ambraseys 2006).
Actual fracturing on the structures and directional coherencies between such fractures and other dislocation phenomena are usual good indicators for earthquake-induced deformation. For Pınara, it is
aimed for to translate these coherencies in terms of earthquake systematic and/or faulting style of the
causative fault(s) associated with the seismic events that struck the city. Furthermore, it is tried to
distinguish deformation with clear evidence of other causes like fallen rocks, looting actions or slope
failure from seismic related deformation.
The numerous observations in Pınara include different kinds of damages, such as tilting of floors and
walls, dislocation, cracks, collapsed walls and columns. The monolithic columns show typical oblique
fractures that are plausibly caused by axial loading (Fig. 29A). Some walls in the Agora are sinuously
disturbed through bulging or kinking of the big (1.2 m x 0.4 m x 0.4 m) wall stones (Fig. 29B).
Sometimes these building blocks have vertical joints that show an increase in width from bottom to
top of the walls. The keystones of an arch close to the Odeon were slid downward (Fig. 29C). The
temple wall in the northern part of the city shows signs of an early reconstruction (Fig. 29D). Originally, this wall was build with the Lycian polygonal masonry technique, but the edge of northern
temple wall was reconstructed with Roman style rectangle masonry.
Remains of a wall between the temple and the Odeon show a ca. 1 m high flexure (Fig. 29E). The
northern and the southern edges of the Roman theatre have been broken down to the west (Fig. 29F).
The blocks on the stair rails of theatre are rotated in counter clockwise direction, such that they are
sheared right-laterally relatively to each other (Fig. 29G).
A number of directional data have been obtained from damaged structures (e.g. fallen columns and
walls that originally had a load on top) with a conventional compass. The measured fall directions of
32 bearing walls and columns indicate two main orientations, NNW-SSE and E-W.
4.5.1
Interpretation of damage
The detailed assessment of the archaeological relicts in Pınara indicates that many of the damages can
be considered as earthquake related. For instance, many vertical cracks and joints of beams, door- and
window frames show horizontal openings. Evidence of vertical strain is seen in the undulated wall
relict on the trail from the temple to the Odeon. Also the axial loading fractures on the columns indicate the existence of strong vertical compressional waves during an earthquake.
The down-sliding of blocks of masonry in the arch close to the Odeon is a typical earthquake-induced
deformation (cf. Marco 2008, Kamai & Hatzor 2008).
The arches with down-slid keystones appear usually only in seismic actively regions since it requires
horizontal tension opposed to the normal stresses exerted by vertical loading of masonry. The
southern collapsed edge of the Roman theatre show a characteristic U-shaped gap and the imbricate
arrange-ments of fallen blocks indicate a rapid collapse, most likely due to an earthquake (Marco
2008, Sintubin & Stewart 2008). The parallel fall direction of both the frontal edges of the theatre
further supports the seismic origin of the destruction.
The many observations on dislocated massive marble blocks or rotated structures require enormous
forces. The horizontal forces needed for these kinds of deformation are in all likelihood related to
earthquakes as is suggested by previous studies on historical large earthquakes (Karcz & Kafri 1978,
Altunel 1998).
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In addition, effects of slope failure can also be excluded, since the constructions were built on a firm
limestone basement. To summarize, on grounds of various archaeological evidences, it is very likely
that the city has been disturbed by one or more seismic events, all with intensity between VIII - IX
(MSK scale).
Additional to non quantitative observations, directional measurements support also that most of the
deformations in Pınara are earthquake related. The measured seating rows of Roman theatre show
main tilt to the NW perpendicular to the basin margin fault which passes through Pınara. Although,
the obtained data-sets for the Roman theatre indicate wide error ranges, they provide the basic
information on deformation which has been approved with LIDAR measurements. The fallen bearing
walls and columns with load on top show two main directions which may indicate that the same force
like a seismic effect can be responsible for the common directions of NNW-SSE and E-W.
All observations and measurements strongly suggest that most of the damage on the archaeological
structures in Pınara is earthquake related. Moreover, ancient accounts, the geological characteristics of
the region and the apparent no record of devastating wars or non-seismical natural catastrophes in the
history of Pınara corroborate this interpretation.

Figure 29 Examples of earthquake related damage in Pınara. A: collapsed columns and typical axial loading
fracture; B: sinuously deformed wall with ejected blocks; C: opened vertical joints; D: rebuild temple wall; E:
vertical flexure structure (~ 40 cm); F: “U” shape collapse of the southern wall of the Roman theatre; G: rotated
building structures at northern wing of the Roman theatre.
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Using these arguments and following Sintubin and Stewart (2008) a QWF4 rating of 0.8 for Pınara has
been assigned; see Table 9.
Table 9 The quality weight factor (QWF) of identification of earthquake-related damage.
QWF
0.8 - 1.0
0.6 - 0.8
0.4 - 0.6
< 0.4

Abundance of nonseismic damage and features on the site
Few
Most of the damage can positively be identified as caused by earthquakes
Some
There is doubt about some damage being caused by earthquakes
Common
In many cases the earthquake-related origin of damage can be questioned
Very common
In most cases other, nonseismic causes can be invoked to explain the damage observed

4.6

Stage 5: Dating of damage

Based on archaeoseismological data, and corroborated by historical records, it has been inferred that
at least two or more earthquakes struck Pınara (Yerli et al. 2010). The first proven event (Fig. 30)
caused severe damage to the Lycian buildings and occurred before the period of Roman building
starts, i.e., in the second half of the second century AD (Wurster & Wörrle 1978).

Figure 30 Age bracketing of observed damages in Pınara indicated by time and grouping into two “proven”
seismic event lines (see text for explanation). Known historic earthquakes in the Eşen Basin are indicated with
vertical dashed lines and fall within the range of the proven events. The moderate to poor fit is due to poor age
determination of the damage events.

The Lycians have been using polygonal masonry at Xantos and other parts of Lycia long before the
Greeks did, i.e., from the 6th century BC through early Roman imperial times (Wurster & Wörrle
1978, des Courtils 2003). The Roman-type reconstruction of the temple wall took place during the
Roman period (after 46 AD) and might be carried out either after the 141 AD or 241 AD earthquake
according to the ancient records. The absent of Lycian buildings, apart from pigeon-tomb caves (Fig.
27A), rock tombs and sarcophagi (Fig. 29D), and their replacement by the Roman buildings suggest
that an earthquake can be responsible for this renewing or restructuring of the city.
The observations from Pınara indicate that besides damage to Lycian structures all Roman and reconstructed Lycian structures are damaged as well and that most of these damages are seismic related.
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The fact that these later damages were not repaired, suggests that a second event took place after the
abandonment of the city.
The possible terminus post quem for the second proven event should be short after the abandonment
of the city, which is around 900 AD according to historical accounts. The terminus ante quem for this
event is before the beginning of instrumental seismic records in the end of 19th century. An earthquake
event during the later Roman period, in between event 1 and 2 cannot be excluded with certainty.
Although there is much evidence from historical records that Pınara was affected by three earthquakes, it is not possible to get precise age data on all of our observations. Therefore, it has been decided to attribute a QWF5 of only 0.5 for the dating of earthquake related damage in Pınara (Table 10).
Table 10 The quality weight factor (QWF) of dating of earthquake-related damage/palaeoearthquake(s).
QWF
0.8 - 1.0

0.6 - 0.8
0.4 - 0.6
0.2 - 0.4
< 0.2

4.7

Type and quality of the dating of the structural damage and destruction layers
Historical Record
Stratigraphy
Type of dating
Excellent historical and well-documenExcellent: distinct event
Epigraphic,
ted record (e.g., periods of economic
horizon with numerous
numismatic,
stagnation, political unrest, and warwhole vessels smashed in
typology and
fare); earthquake described at site from
situ, skeletons buried under seriation, sidereal
one or more contemporary accounts
fallen debris, etc.
Good historical record; earthquakes
Good: distinct event
Radiometric,
reported at site from multiple
horizon
typology and
noncontemporaneous accounts
seriation
Moderate historical record; earthquakes Moderate: stratigraphical
Radiogenic,
reported at site from single account or
hiatus consistent with a
calibrated
in region from multiple accounts
disruptive event
Poor historical record; single historical
Poor: limited stratigraphical Geomorphic,
account of earthquake in the region
control onsite history
relative
Very poor historical record; no written
None: little or no site
Correlative
historical accounts; earthquakes implied stratigraphy
from oral traditions or mythological
accounts

Quality of dating
Consistent,
multiple dates with
very good
accuracy
Coherent, multiple
dates with good
accuracy
Several dates of
moderate accuracy
Single date with
poor accuracy
No dates or dates
with very poor
accuracy

Stage 6: Regional correlation

In ancient times the lowlands of the Eşen valley were not densely populated and the most important
ancient cities such as Pınara, Tlos, Sydima, Xanthos, Letoon and Patara, shown in Figure 25, are
situated at the coast or at elevated positions close to- or at the basin margins. Although the geomorphological and geological characteristics of the cities surroundings are different compared to
Pınara, especially the 240 AD event is also reported from Tlos (Lang 2003) and Patara (Guidoboni
1994, Altınok & Ersoy 2000). Historical records indicate that after the earthquake in 240 AD the
ancient city of Tlos received financial aid for the reconstruction of the city (Lang 2003). Furthermore,
the observed damage on building structures such as the Roman theatres in Tlos, Xantos and Letoon
and the Lighthouse of Patara (Fig. 31) show characteristics of earthquake related damage.
To date, none of the neighbouring sites has been subject to archaeoseismological research and consequently a correlation with the palaeoseismicity record of Pınara is not possible. What can be said
though, is that all those sites can be attributed a similar SPF as Pınara, suggesting that also these sites
have recorded palaeoearthquakes.
Hence, with regard to these poor regional correlation possibilities a maximum QWF6 of 0.4 has been
assigned (Table 11). To further develop the seismic hazard assessment, more archaeoseismological
research of ancient cities in the Eşen Basin is needed.
Table 11 The quality weight factor (QWF) of regional correlation of the archaeoseismological evidence.
QWF
0.8 - 1.0
0.6 - 0.8
0.4 - 0.6
< 0.4
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Correlation of archaeoseismological evidence with neighbouring sites
Very good correlation with contemporaneous earthquake-related damage in a number of neighbouring sites
Good correlation with contemporaneous or near-contemporaneous damage at a few neighbouring sites
Moderate correlation with neighbouring sites
Poor, little, or no correlation with neighbouring sites or no sites in the proximity of the site studied

4.7.1
Determination of site confidence level (SCL) and archaeoseismic quality factor (AQF)
The ancient city of Pınara has been discovered in 1840 by Charles Fellows and he has described it in
his excursion book (Fellows 1841). Although the archaeological characteristics of Pınara have been
described by other researchers (Wurster 1976, Wurster & Wörrle 1978, Bean 1978, Akurgal 1978,
Lang 2003, Akşit 2006) no systematic archaeological excavation has been conducted so far and, in
that sense, the archaeological site is relatively untouched. For such sites with limited excavation
reports, Sintubin and Stewart (2008) propose a site confidence level (SLC) of 2, which corresponds to
a correction term of 2 (Table 12). As such, the AQF of Pınara is determined by the Pes1 of 0.06 times 2
and amounts to 0.12.

Figure 31 Pınara’s neighbouring Lycian and Roman cities in the Eşen Basin.
Table 12 The site confidence lever (SCL) of an archaeological site with associated correction term (C).
SCL
7

C
10

6

8

5

6

4
3
2
1

4
3
2
1

Qualitative description
Long-term, large-scale, interdisciplinary excavation
of a site within the framework of seismic-hazard
analysis
Long-term, large-scale, multidisciplinary excavation of a site with the knowledge that earthquakes
may have damaged the buildings on the site
Long-term, large-scale, multidisciplinary excavation of a site
Multiple seasons excavation
Single season excavation
Rescue and salvage
Untouched site

Quality of excavation reports
Elaborated excavation reports; direct interpretation of
report in the framework of seismic-hazard analysis
Elaborated excavation reports; post factum
reinterpretation of reports with the aim at identifying
archaeoseismological evidence
Elaborated excavation reports; post factum reinterpretation of reports with the aim at identifying archaeoseismological evidence
Excavation reports; no post factum reinterpretation
Excavation reports; no post factum reinterpretation
Limited excavation reports
No excavation reports
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4.8

Discussion and conclusion

In this study, the logic tree methodology has been applied to estimate the likelihood that the ancient
city of Pınara has recorded palaeoearthquakes and to assess the seismic-hazard for its region. This
likelihood is expressed by the preferred end solutions (Pes1) and the archaeoseismic quality factor
(AQF), which are determined by tracking uncertainties in consecutive steps of the archaeoseismological investigation.
The calculated SPF of 0.4 after the first three steps of the logic tree indicates that Pınara is a highly
interesting and suitable ancient city for archaeoseismological research with a high potential of recording earthquakes. The herein presented archaeoseismological observations, directional measurements (i.e. fallen columns, opened joints, collapsed walls, tilted and undulated structures) in combination with a 3D digital LIDAR scans of the ruins in Pınara (Yerli et al. 2010) provide important evidence for a systematic arrangement of damages such as expected to develop during earthquakes. The
long residence period (~ 1500 years) of Pınara and the presence of different construction styles, all
with clear signs of earthquake related damages, suggest that the city has suffered damage more than
one time and therefore is extremely suitable as archaeoseismological archive.
Nonetheless, several improvements can be envisaged that would increase the QWF. The obtained
QWF of 0.6 for the site environment (and thus the SPF) could be amended through geophysical investigations (e.g., electric tomography, GPR, magnetic, etc.) and extensive palaeoseismological
trenching around Pınara that would help to quantify parameters (e.g., maximum displacement, recurrence time) of the western margin fault of the Eşen Basin. The QWF of 0.8 associated with the identification of damage can be refined by using engineering seismological techniques to define the geotechnical characteristics and seismogenic nature of damage on the structures (e.g. Hinzen & Schütte
2003, Hinzen 2005, Mistler et al. 2006). Construction of accurate discrete element models of the deformed structures in Pınara should help to better understand cause and origin of the deformation.
Possible scenarios for seismically- and anthropogenically produced damages can then be compared by
applying retrodeformation modelling.
The rather low QWF of 0.5 for dating the observed damages indicate that our current knowledge on
quantitative ages of palaeoearthquake events in combination with archaeological age determination
should be improved. In assigning ages to the observed damages, we only used objective historic information on the age of building structures and -styles in combination with constraints on Lycian vs.
Roman domination. These objective age constraints give us rather imprecise timeframes during which
“proven” events could have occurred. To avoid circular reasoning, these events were not fitted to his
toric earthquake events straightforwardly.
By focusing on those historic earthquakes from which it is known (from historic records) that they
were causative in Pınara, a best guess for the proven events can be given, though without any confirmation. Therefore, future research should focus on more precise age dating of the earthquake events
by applying a systematic archaeological excavation in Pınara.
The absence of archaeoseismological studies in ancient sites in the intermediate vicinity of Pınara
explains the low QWF of 0.4 attributed to the regional correlation. Considering that these surrounding
sites have comparable site potential conditions and possibly recorded the same seismic event, the
QWF would increase considerable with additional archeoseismological studies in the region.
The observed damage patterns indicate that the maximum intensity of proven events was between
VIII and IX (MSK). Multiple earthquakes are also suggested by the misfit between surface-rupture
length and the calculated total fault offset at the western basin-margin fault that suggest that at least
two earthquakes of magnitude Mw ~ 6.5 produced this offset. This value is in reasonable agreement
with the MSK VIII - IX intensities. Two proven earthquake (damage) events have been inferred from
ancient structures in Pınara, which approximately fit events documented in historical records.
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The first application of the logic tree methodology in Sintubin and Stewart (2008) provided important
information about the ancient city of Sagalassos. The results of the Sagalassos pilot study resemble
those obtained for the evaluation values Pınara. In particular, the site potentials of both sites show
strong similarities as is expected because of their similar tectonic setting within the FBFZ and their
vicinity to important fault zones. Although the applied methods for the assessment of different stages
of logic tree in Pınara and Sagalassos are different (e.g. trenching, resistivity imaging, satellite
images, LIDAR), the assigned QWF values are the same. In Pınara digital scanning methods (Yerli et
al. 2010a), and directional and spatial measurements have been used additionally to common methods
for the assessment of QWF’s. In Sagalassos, palaeoseismological trenching (Similox-Tohon et al.
2005) and two-dimensional resistivity imaging (Similox-Tohon et al. 2004) have been undertaken
which has provided information for different stages of the logic tree. These variations of applicable
methods illustrate the reliability of archaeoseismology for seismic hazard assessment.
Although the calculated Pes1 for Pınara and Sagalassos are the same, the AQF of Sagalassos is four
times higher than that of Pınara due to the application of a higher correction term. This correction
term (associated with SCL) reflects the duration and scale of the archaeological investigation and to
what extend the study has been done from a perspective of seismic-hazard analysis. To date, none of
the archaeological studies in SW Turkey include such an analysis. Considering the huge impact of the
correction term on the AQF, it should be used with care in order to avoid overestimation. Moreover,
the value of archeologically untouched sites, such as Pınara, is rather underestimated. These sites may
have the advantage that the ruins keep their primarily spatial position. In the absence of a systematic
archaeological excavation, age dating is problematic, but these sites have a high value as reliable
archaeoseismological recorders. We therefore suggest that the main criteria for comparison should be
the Pes1, rather than comparing AQF values.
In spite of recent seismic quiescence in the Eşen Basin, our logic tree application with archaeoseismological investigations show that a seismic-hazard threat for Pınara ancient city and its surroundings
does exist. To date, the obtained values of SPF and Pes1 for Pınara and Sagalassos provide the first
quantitative approach for archaeoseismological investigations for SW Turkey. New applications of
the archaeoseismological logic tree are desirable, as they will show the advantages of using this
evaluation methodology as well as increasing its validity.
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